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Introduction  
 
Santa Clara County ARES/RACES organized a Quarterly Communications Drill on 19 May 2018.  
The main purpose was to conduct a drill that exercised city participation, the County radio room, 
and the County Message, Packet, and Command nets. 
 
This report covers the activities in the County EOC radio room.  
 
ii. Type / Name / Location  
Event Type:   County Drill  
Event Name:  Quarterly Communications Drill  
Location:   County EOC radio room, 55 West Younger, San Jose. 
Operational Period:  1300 to 1700 for radio room, 1400 to 1600 for actual drill and nets 
 
iii. Description of Event / Drill / Exercise  
The following primary objectives were developed for this exercise: 

1. Staff the County EOC radio room and operate the Resource, Packet, Message, and 
Command Nets. 

2. Exchange multiple voice and packet messages between the Country EOC and 
participating City EOCs during the operational period of the drill. 

3. Provide a training opportunity for new volunteers taking on the role of radio room traffic 
manager and shift supervisor. 

 
The following secondary objectives were developed for this exercise: 

1. Prior to the event (via email to ECs) and via a posted packet bulletin to XSCEVENT, cities 
were instructed to send the following messages, with a preference for using packet (to 
XSCEOC) 

a. Brief summary of the scenario used in the city for this drill, include: 
i. Type of Incident 
ii. Reason for needing amateur radio response 
iii. Describe the messages sent by field resources to the City EOC 
iv. Describe the messages send by the EOC to the county EOC 

b. Submit the first name, last name, and call sign of all drill participants 
 
Not stated explicitly in the ICS 202 for the event: 

1. Following County ARES/RACES performance standards for an effective drill. 
2. Provide MAC evaluations if sufficient evaluation staff is present. 



All objectives were in play, with the results as described. 
 
The County EOC Radio Room was staffed.  Several cities did simulate activation of their EOC or 
Alternate EOC.  Ham radio field communicators did participate in all three levels of the Resource 
Net.  
 
County EOC Staff Summary: 
 
The following summarizes the staffed positions for the event. 
 

Staff Positions Name Call 
Incident Commander / Unit lead Mark Laubach K6FJC 
Shift Supervisor and Traffic Manager 
(roles exchanged during event) 

Robert Hamilton KG6UWO 
Judy Halchin KK6EWQ 

Net Control operator and Scribe 
(roles exchanged during event) 

Anne Akbay KK6ZGL 
Alan Gontang KD6QPP 

Packet operators Rick Levine KK6WHJ 
Sue Levine KK6WHI 

Evaluator Michael Fox N6MEF 
Packet Type II Evaluation Scott Bordelon K6SLV 
Extra ADEC staff Andreas Ott K6OTT 

 
iv. Chronological Summary of Event / Drill Scenario  
 
All events took place on Saturday, 19 May 2017. All times listed here are in local time.  
  
 1300 – 1330  Briefing 
 1330 – 1400  Preparation of radio room 
 1400 – 1600  Drill in progress 
 1610 – 1645  Debrief 
 
Performance Against Objectives 
 
1. Staff the County EOC radio room and operate the Resource, Packet, Message, and 

Command Nets. 
 

A sufficient number of volunteer participants were available to staff all positions, including 
rotations.  We had an extra ADEC present to assist with packet system operation and 
Command net. 

 
2. Exchange multiple voice and packet messages between the Country EOC and participating 

City EOCs. 
a. Net utilization: 

i. Message Net: 21 ICS 213 messages, 18 informal messages. 
ii. Packet net: 62 messages (including 2 received after the close of drill): 

18  ICS 213 
3  City scan 
3  213RR 
remainder were informal text messages, test messages, delivery receipts. 

iii. Command net:  8 informal messages. 



iv. EOC radio: briefly used to conduct test with SNY (not an objective of this drill) 
 

b. Participating Cities 
City Message Net Packet Net Command Net EOC 
CBL X X   
CUP X X   
LAH X X X  
LGT X X   
LMP X X   
MLP X X   
MRG X X X  
MTV X X X  
PAF X X X  

SJC (via DCM)  X   
SNY X X  X 

 
 
3. Provide a training opportunity for new volunteers taking on the role of radio room traffic 

manager and shift supervisor.  
 

The two-hour operational period permitted two participants to have sufficient time in the 
supervisor roles.  For the “new” participant, this was indeed a learning experience. 

 
4. Prior to the event (via email to ECs) and via a posted packet bulletin to XSCEVENT, cities 

were instructed to send the following messages, with a preference for using packet (to 
XSCEOC): 

a. Brief summary 
i. Received: CBL, CUP, LAH, LGT, MTV 
ii. Missing: LMP, MLP, MRG, PAF, SJC, SNY 

b. Participant list (first, last, and callsign) 
i. Received: CBL, CUP, LAH, LGT, LMP, MLP, MRG, MTV, PAF, SJC (via DCM) 
ii. Missing: SNY 

 
5. Follow County ARES/RACES performance standards for an effective drill. 
 

County ARES/RACES procedures were followed. 
 
6. Provide MAC evaluations if sufficient evaluation staff is present. 
 

One P2 candidate completed their evaluation successfully. 
 
 
 



v. Improvements, Conclusions, Recommendations:  
As applicable, include a description of actions taken, assignments, associated costs or budget, 
timetable for completion or correction, and follow-up responsibility. The following is a summary of 
the key Improvements, Conclusions, and Recommendations.  
 
What worked?  

• All Radio Room staff arrived on time for briefing.  The team had a window of time between 
briefing and drill start time to prepare.   

• All planned county nets were adequately staffed.  There were sufficient volunteers for Shift 
Supervisor and Traffic manager roles. 

• Messages were exchanged on all planned nets. 
• Many cities participated in both the Message net and Command net. 
• Almost every message form and other documentation were turned in at the end of the drill. 
• A P2 evaluation was completed. 
• Having electronic files from the County’s Packet PCs were most helpful for analyzing 

messages events and in preparing this AAR. 
 
What didn’t work / needs improvement / suggestions for next RDF drill  

• Most cities were unable to retrieve the newly posted XSCEVENT bulletin for the event.  
Further information is needed from each city that had issues.  Suspect: didn’t “force” 
download of bulletins. 

• Many messages from cities were not indicting “drill traffic” or similar in their voice and 
packet messages.  Will need to be “more clear” about this in future instructions and 
training classes. 

• Voice message XSC-101, a two-line text message to ALL cities, took 22 minutes to send 
(initiated at 1407 and completed at 1429). 

o Root issues included: message read too quickly and pacing station turned out to be 
really good, other cities not so good and many repeats/fills were needed, one city 
checked-in late at 1418, both interrupting and requiring a full resend, Shift 
Supervisor was not actively monitoring the message net, some issues: 
 Distractions from trying to solve packet station issues and other problems, 
 Hard to monitor message net if not actively listening via headphone or radio.  

Need to find a solution. 
o NOTE: recording of country net(s) audio recommend at all drills and exercises. 

• The Traffic Manager radio room log continued to be a source of tedious bottleneck.  As the 
delivery report forms also serve tracking messages by number as well as the ICS 309’s for 
the nets, it is recommended to do away with the Traffic Manager log in future County EOC 
radio room activations.  

• Suggestion for future drill and events: re-use the city scoring card (matrix) to summarize 
participation and distribute to EC’s prior to an upcoming drill. 

• Not all voice message ICS 213 forms were filled out correctly. Errors were mostly: 
o Sender’s city message number was in the Receiver’s box, incorrect city prefix. 
o “Operator Use only” section not filled out completely or correctly: Received and/or 

Sent not correctly indicated or absent, method absent, and one case of Time on one 
message didn’t match up with actual message “sent” time. 

o One case of handwriting not clear on XSC message number. 
• Message net ICS 309 logging needs improvement.  There were several “operator” issues. 

Consider adding more course material in next year’s classes. 



• Packet sending only PC was briefly changed to receive/send to pull down the drill 
instructions bulletin, so that message could be forwarded to “needing” cities.  This caused 
numerous problems, some of which included: 

o Sending PC grabbed messages off the BBS before the Receiving PC, creating 
inconsistent logging, printing, and numbering. 
 3 different city messages were duplicate-received on both PCs creating three 

duplicate messages being turned in with different XSC message #’s. 
o The Sending PC started auto-printing, which had been previously disabled.  Later 

found that the send/receive profile still references auto-printing scripts that were 
thought removed/disabled. 

o Why was the profile changed?: likely came from suggestion by K6FJC to forward 
the bulletin to cities that were unable to download the XSCEVENT message.  In 
retrospect, this rippled into a trickle of overly-creative solutions that caused serious 
issues.  Recommendation in future is the packet ops (and Shift Supervisor) do not 
permit profiles or profile content to be changed and/or altered on the two packet 
stations.  Shift Supervisor to confirm before starting any drill/exercise. 

• An XSC-originated message sent via Packet used XSC-1098P as the message ID and 
sent at 15:13 (as recorded in PC1 Sent).  This duplicated a message number previously 
assigned for message PAF-203P received at 15:05 as recorded in PC1 Rcvd.  No clue 
how the duplication happened. 

• Palo Alto used PAX as message number prefix instead of their “registered” PAF.  This 
caused confusion and issues with messages not be properly received.  This was fixed 
during the drill. 

• Loma Prieta was missing their LMP prefix in packet messages.  This was fixed during the 
drill. 

• Milpitas sent two PACFORM messages specifying a form name that was not present in the 
county’s packet configuration, causing the form to fail to print.  Not clear what happened in 
radio room to notify MLP of the problem and/or have the messages resent using a known 
form.  One message, MLP-750P did not make it onto the shift supervisor’s log. 

• Observation: Mountain View was not using a “P” suffix on the packet message numbers. 
• Not every packet message print out was turned in at the end of the drill.  This was caught 

by reviewing the electronic files and re-printed as needed.    
• Shift Supervisor forms all missing fields being filled out: Date, Shift Supervisor Name & 

Call.  Delivery Record forms all missing fields being filled out: Event:, Date:, and 
Messenger Name:.  Also, there seems to be a page missing, couldn’t verify about ~10 
messages on review for this AAR.   

 
vi. Planning and Event Documentation Archival:  
 
The SCC ARES RACES Drill Planning Groups.io website is used for archival: 
https://scc-ares-races.groups.io/g/drill-planning/files 

https://scc-ares-races.groups.io/g/drill-planning/files
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